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Message from the President
by Joseph Gottlieb
We are quickly approaching Earth month with a pile of EVents and fun things to
do. Let's all try to support as many as possible.
We had a great meeting last month (thank you Jason) at SDG&E and are
moving this month to Transpower (thanks Jim Burns). Next month we are trying
to get over to EV West,s location. One of the suggestions of the meeting was to
have it at different venues. So we are going to try and do that for a while until we
find a more suitable permanent home. I would appreciate it if someone wants to
take on a homework assignment of comparing low rolling resistance tires on the
market for our vehicles. There are a lot of brands and different ratings for tires,
so I would be interesting if someone would put together a list to see what's on
the market for us EVers.
I will be missing this months meeting, but will be back next month. Hope you all
can make it.
Joseph
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Volkswagen To Triple Battery Capacity With Lithium-Air
Technology?
by Antony Ingram, Green Car Reports, Mar 13, 2014
Fossil fuels may not be the cleanest way of powering us between two points on a map, but
there's little doubt they offer convenience. So far, scientists have struggled to find batteries for
electric cars that match the huge amounts of energy stored in a gallon of gasoline or diesel. As
a result we get big, heavy batteries with relatively short range.
Volkswagen thinks it may have found a way to triple that storage capacity though, with the latest
generation of lithium-air battery technology.
The new chemistry could mean a battery of equivalent physical size to that used in the new
2015 Volkswagen e-Golf--currently 24.2 kWh--could hold 80 kWh of energy, more like that of a
top-end Tesla Model S.

2015 Volkswagen E-Golf All-Electric
That, in turn, would give some impressive numbers for electric-car range, pushing it well into
triple figures rather than the 70 to 100 miles of most electric vehicles on sale.
The precise chemistry, reports The Telegraph, has not yet been revealed. VW is
understandably keeping it under wraps while it's in development, but Dr Heinz-Jakob Neusser
(Volkswagen Group board member responsible for development) confirms it's a lithium-air unit.
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Such technology could transform regular electric vehicles, as well as plug-in hybrids and
range-extended electric cars.
The typical plug-in hybrid goes 10-20 miles on its smaller battery, but this could leap to 30-60
miles should VW's lithium-air chemistry prove viable.

2015 Volkswagen GTE, Plug-in Hybrid
Full battery-electric vehicles would comfortably leap to 200-300 miles, maybe more if energy
efficiency is towards the top end of VW's estimates. Alternatively, smaller, lighter battery packs
could be used to match the range of current electric vehicles--beneficial in city cars, for
example.
Another thing Volkswagen hasn't provided just yet is a timeframe for these new batteries.
This--as ever--relegates them to the "maybe one day" column until more research has been
conducted.
For the time being, buyers of the Volkswagen e-Golf, the firm's next electric model, will see
similar range to their counterparts in Nissan Leafs and Ford Focus Electric cars.
Plenty of people manage with that of course--but wouldn't it be nice to have Tesla-like range
from your next electric compact car?
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‘Breathing’ Battery Could Extend EVs’ Range
by DailyFusion.net, March 17, 2014
Researchers are reporting new progress on a “breathing” battery that has the potential to one
day replace the lithium-ion technology of today’s EVs. This lithium-air battery technology could
boost the range of EVs toward a 300 miles or even more.
Researchers presented their work at the 247th National Meeting & Exposition of the American
Chemical Society (ACS), the world’s largest scientific society.
“Lithium-air batteries are lightweight and deliver a large amount of electric energy,” said Nobuyuki
Imanishi, Ph.D. “Many people expect them to one day be used in electric vehicles.”
The main difference between lithium-ion and lithium-air batteries is that the latter replaces the
traditional cathode—a key battery component involved in the flow of electric current—with air.
That makes the rechargeable metal-air battery lighter with the potential to pack in more energy
than its counterpart.

(Graphic, Toyota Motor Corp.)
While lithium-air batteries have been touted as an exciting technology to watch, they still have
some kinks that need to be worked out. Researchers are forging ahead on multiple fronts to get
the lithium-air battery technology in top form before they debut under the hood.
One of the main components researchers are working on is the batteries’ electrolytes, materials
that conduct electricity between the electrodes. There are currently four electrolyte designs, one
of which involves water. The advantage of this “aqueous” design over the others is that it protects
the lithium from interacting with gases in the atmosphere and enables fast reactions at the air
electrode. The downside of this lithium-air battery technology is that water in direct contact with
lithium can damage it.
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Seeing the potential of the aqueous version of the lithium-air battery, Imanishi’s team at Mie
University in Japan tackled this issue. Adding a protective material to the lithium metal is one
approach, but this typically decreases the battery power. So they developed a layered
approach, sandwiching a polymer electrolyte with high conductivity and a solid electrolyte in
between the lithium electrode and the watery solution. The result was a unit with the potential
to pack almost twice the energy storage capacity, as measured in Watt hours per kilogram
(W·h/kg), as a lithium-ion battery.
“Our system’s practical energy density is more than 300 W·h/kg,” Imanishi said. “That’s in
contrast to the energy density of a commercial lithium-ion battery, which is far lower, only
around 150 W·h/kg.”

The battery showed a lot of promise, with high conductivity of lithium ions, and the ability to
discharge and recharge 100 times. In addition to powering EVs, lithium-air batteries could one
day have applications in the home, thanks to their low cost. Power output remains a big hurdle,
but Imanishi said his group is committed to honing this approach, as well as exploring other
options, until lithium-air battery technology becomes a commercial reality.
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Electric Bikes to Race Petrol Ones for the First Time in a FIMSanctioned Event
by Florin Tibu, Autoevolution.com, 11 March 2014
A very important step in the development of the electric bikes industry has been taken and emotorcycles will be competing against traditional, internal combustion engine (ICE) ones for the
first time. UK’s Darvill Racing Team has reached an agreement with the ACU (Great Britain’s
racing association) and we’re in for haute tension racing in the Southern 100 Road Races event.
The agreement is even more important as it is sanctioned by both ACU and the FIM. The
Southern 100 Road Races is held each year in July, in the northern part of the Isle of Man. And if
this starts to sound familiar, well, it really is: the TT Zero is also a part of the Southern 100 Road
Races.
This year marks the first-ever presence of electric motorcycles in a FIM-sanctioned gas bikes
event. (We will be) “competing in the Pre-TT, TT, Southern 100, Classic TT, Manx Grand Prix,
ThundersportGB and Andreas Championships. We have committed to a number of international
races and have some individual and diverse one-off events planned,” Darvill Team principal Alex
Aitchinson says.

Darvill also inked a deal with Brammo and will become a Factory-Supported Team in the FIM
eRoadRacing series, fielding a Brammo Empulse TTX duo. While one of the bikes will race in its
stock trim, the other one will receive racing-grade enhancements.
Derek Nicholson – President of the Southern 100 Club: “Since the first Southern 100 was run in
1955, the club has always been progressive in its thinking and this year is no exception as we will
witness the very first motorcycle race which will see ‘conventional’ racing machines competing
with and against electric powered machines at the 2014 Southern 100 International Road Races.
A first for Billown and the Isle of Man, in fact for the world.”
Gary Thompson – ACU General Secretary and Clerk of the Course for the Isle of Man TT: “We
are extremely pleased to be working with Darvill Racing – a brand that is synonymous with
success, passion for racing, and the development of innovative and cutting edge machinery.
Electric Vehicles are now at an advanced enough stage that they can compete with conventional
technologies and we are proud to be in a position to support the inclusion of the first mixed race
on Roads anywhere in the world. It is truly an exciting time for motorcycle racing.
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1996 Chevy S10 Pickup – 144 Volt
Zilla – 5 speed -- Many features
needs new battery pack - $7500
Call (760) 402 – 6343
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Electric Auto Association (EAA) Membership Application Form
Fill out this form, attach a check, money order or use PayPal, in US funds only, payable to 'Electric Auto Association'. CE = Current EVents newsletter

e-CE

$35 USA & other Countries

paper CE

$45 USA

$120 (supporting level-1)

$48 Canada

$25 Senior

$25 Student

$29 Student

$52 World

$240 (supporting level-2)

(>65-USA/Canada only)

birth year

$29 Senior (>65-USA/Canada only)
do not list my name

$500 or more (high voltage)___________

I support the ___________________________________________EAA Chapter (additional chapters, $10 each) ____________________
($10 each ) Additional Chapters or Special interest group (other than the one that comes with the membership)
You can fold this form as indicated and mail it with your payment enclosed. Use tape to seal the form, on the sides , before you mail it
or send an e-version of this form, through PayPal using http://electricauto.org/eaamembership.html
New Member

Renewal

Name

email

Mailing address (Apt. #)

Home phone

Mailing City, State & Zip-8

Work phone

Electronic version of Current EVents, paperless only, link sent by email, if your membership was for the e-version, that is what you will receive

Do you own or

Lease an electric vehicle (plug-in)

production

conversion

bicycle

hybrid or

None

please include miles driven and type of vehicle

All information in this application is for the exclusive use of the EAA and not sold or given to any other organization.
Please identify your primary areas of interest relating to the EAA (check as many as your wish
Owner/Driver

Hobby/Builder

Environmental/Govt. Regs

Professional/Business

Social (Rallies, Shows, Events

Promotion & Public Awareness of EVs

Competition (Rallies, Races, Records
New Technology & Research

Student or General Interest

Plug-in Hybrids
Solar & Wind Power

Electrathon/Bicycle/Scooter/Other

The Electric Auto Association is a non-profit, 501(c)(3) for the promotion of electric vehicles. Your donations are tax
deductible and with your membership you will receive the EAA publication, "Current EVents". All information and statistics
in this application are for the exclusive use of the EAA and is not sold or given to any other organization or company. Your
membership dues include a percentage goes to the EAA Chapter you support for public Electric Vehicle promotion EVents
like rallies, shows and EV rides.

Current subscribers have borrowing privileges for the association’s video tape and publications library. Subscribing to the
newsletter is optional and is not a requirement for membership. EVAOSD meetings are always open to any and all interested
parties. New Subscribers, please use this form to register to receive the EVAOSD Newsletter. Current Subscribers, please use
this form to send us any change in your details.

Please make check or money order payable to: EAA and reference EVAOSD. Send this form
and payment to: Richard Rodriguez, EVAOSD Treasurer; 2755 Dos Aarons Way, Suite A,
Vista, CA 92081
EVAoSD Newsletter
2755 Dos Aarons Way, Suite A
Vista, CA 92081

Address Correction Requested
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